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We determine the minimum size of context needed to regenerate a word from any of its 
nonempty subword. For a given word w, the context (k, 1) is sufficient for PDIL systems over 
alph(w), where k is the maximum length of subwords occurring in two different positions in w. 
1. Introduction and basic notions 
In the present paper we continue the investigation of the problem concerning the 
minimum size of context needed to regenerate a word in L systems. By the word 
regeneration we mean its full regeneration, i.e., the fact that every nonempty sub- 
word of w produces w. 
Suppose that w is a fixed word and k is the maximum length of a subword occur- 
ring in w in two different positions. In [2] a PDIL system over alph(w) is described 
with context (k, k), which regenerates its adult word w. In the present paper we con- 
struct a PDIL system with better context (k, 1). This gives a necessary and sufficient 
context for words with a prefix and suffix being two identical subwords of w of 
maximum length. 
We shall use here the same basic notions and denotations as in [2]. Therefore we 
recall the definition of an R,PDIL system only. (For details concerning L systems 
see e.g. [l].) 
Definition. Let w be a given word. An R,PDIL system is a propagating deter- 
ministic IL system G = (Z, P, g, a) with the following properties: 
(1) aeZ and w is an adult word of G, i.e., WEL(G) and WJ w, 
(2) Z= alph(w), 
(3) G has a property of full regeneration for w, i.e., U**W for any nonempty 
subword u of w. 
2. Main results 
Theorem 2.1. Let w be a word over .Z and let k be the length of the longest subword 
occurring in w in two different positions. Then there is an R,PD(k, 1) system. 
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Proof. Suppose w=ar . . . a,, ui E _Z’, 1 I i 5 s. (We shall use the convention a, = E for 
every E 0 and r>s in this proof.) 
To determine a PD(k, 1) system G,= (Z,P,,,, aI) we put ,Z’= alph(w) and 
P,,, = P, U P2, where rules in P, are of form (u, a, x) + a for u = gk and/or x = g; P2 
contains rules of form (u, a,~) -+ a for e,(u) EL’+ and XEZ, namely 
pr = {(gk9 ai, g) + ap(i) - I ap(i + 1: 1 I iss, p(i) is the index of the left- 
most position of the letter ai in w} 
U {(gk,ai,a;+l)jU,(i)~,a,(;): 1 rils- 1, p(i) is the index of the 
position of the letter ai in the leftmost occurrence of the 
word aiai+r in W} 
U (4 aig) -+ ap(i) ap(i) + 1: 21 ils, e,(u) E_Z+, p(i) is the index of the 
position of the letter aj in the leftmost occurrence of the 
word e,(uai) in w}. 
P2= {(u,~;,a~+ l)+apCi_ 1j+1 . ..a.(i): e,(u)EE+, the leftmost occurrence 
of e,(q) in w is a, . . . ap(i_ ljcz,,(i_ 1j+ 1 and the leftmost occur- 
rence of e,(uaiai+,) in W is a,...a,rj)a,ri,+r}. 
(e,(u) denotes a word which we obtain by elimination of all occurrences of g from 
u.) 
Note that p(i- 1) + 1 ip(i). Moreover, for p(i- 1) + 1 =p(i) a rule in P2 has a 
form (U, a;, Qi+ 1) + Up(;). 
To prove that w is an adult word of G, with the property of full regeneration it 
is sufficient to prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2. Let u be a nonempty subword of w. If u a v in G,, then 
(i) v is CI subword of w, 
(ii) u is a subword of v and moreover u is a proper subword of v for u # w. 
Proof. TO prove Proposition 2.2 suppose u=aj...aj+,, aiE~forjli~j+t and let 
aj...aj+t*aj...aj+l in G,. For fixed z, OSZS t, by p( j, z) we denote the index, 
determining the position of the letter aj+, in the leftmost position of the word 
aj... ajtzajtzti in W. 
(For example for w = babcabcubcabc we have ~(5.3) = 5, a(6,O) = 3, p(8,3) = 5). 
Note that 
(Pl) B(j,z)Ij+z and p(j,z+ l)kp(j,z)+ 1 for every z, O<z5t- 1, 
(p2) ap(j,z)=aj+z9 ap(j,z)+l =ap(j,ztI)* 
Using this denotation and rules in P,,, we obtain 
aj= Op(j,O)- I ap(j,O) 9 
@j+z+I =a~(j,,)+l...a~(j,,+l), for OIzIt-2, 
aj+t = ap(j,t)up(j,r)+ 13 
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i.e., Clj...Ctj+t=a,...a,, where m =p(j, 0) - 1 and n =a( j, t) + 1. This proves (i) for 
j+t<s and for t<k. 
Following the definition of k we have p( j, t) = s and a,, = a,, 1 for j + t = s and 
t> k. This completes the proof of (i). 
For t =0 (ii) is an immediate consequence of the rules in P,. To prove (ii) for 
t 2 1 we use the rule from P2 which determines the rewriting of aj+ t_I in aj . . . aj+ !. 
We shall discuss two cases: 
(a) ts k. Then a. J...aj+l-laj+r=a~(j,t~l)-l+l...a~(j,,~l)+i. BY 0’1) N,O)~ 
p( j, t - 1) - t + 1 and a( j, t - 1) + 1 Ip’( j, t) therefore u is a subword of u. Moreover 
for u being a proper subword of w we have j> 1 or j+ t<s. Therefore ap(j,o)_ I # 
E or ap(j,o+i #E and u is a proper subword of v. 
(b) t > k. The position of the subword aj.. . aj+ f in the word w is uniquely deter- 
mined in this case, i.e., p(j, t- l)=j+t- 1 and aj...aj+,* woaj-r ...aj+t+r for 
some wo. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let w E_Z* and k be the maximal ength of subwords occurring in two 
different positions in w. Let w = wx and w = yicl for some x, ye.Z’ and 1~1 = k. 
If G is an R,PD(m, 1) system, then m 2 k. 
Proof. Suppose contrary that m < k. Let w =x1 . . . xk. Since ii is a prefix of w, by 
[2, Lemma 2.11 we obtain 
(suf,(g”x, . . . xi-r),xi9xi+r)+xi 
for 15 irk- 1 and analogically, since ii, is a suffix of w we have 
(suf,(x, . . . xk-lhxk,g)-‘xk* 
Therefore IV* VV. This contradicts property (3) in the definition of an R,PDIL 
system. 0 
Open problems. (1) Study the necessary and sufficient context for words, which do 
not satisfy conditions of Theorem 2.3. 
(2) Rules in Pz can have rather long right-hand sides. Determine the bound for 
minimal length of right-hand sides of rules in R,PD(k, 1) systems. 
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